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Unsettling American Literary History: Susan Howe 

 
Course Description: 
I believed in an American aesthetic of uncertainty that could represent beauty in syllables so scarce 
and rushed they would appear to expand through they lay half-smothered in local history . . . . I 
wanted to transplant words onto paper with soil sticking to their roots—to go to meet a narrative’s fate 
by immediate access to its concrete totality of singular interjections, crucified spellings, abbreviations, 
irrational apprehensions, collective identities, palavers, kicks, cordials, comforts.  I wanted jerky and 
tedious details to oratically bloom and bear fruit as if they had been set at liberty or ransomed by 
angels. 
 
Susan Howe is a major figure in American poetry and poetics. As Marjorie Perloff notes, “No other poet 
now writing has Howe’s power to bring together narrative and lyric, scholarship and historical 
speculation, found text and pure invention.” Howe’s works juxtapose archival and textual fragments 
with fragments of original lyric poetry and critical prose; as such they defy literary genre. Typically, 
Howe combines feminist poetic innovation with ruminations on American history, American philosophy, 
and the psychology of Puritan religious experience. Scourging America’s libraries and archives for 
fragments of forgotten narratives, Howe also rewrites American literary history as refracted through 
the insights of historically marginalized figures, such as the Reverend Hope Atherton, and those of 
major philosophical and literary innovators, including Henry David Thoreau, Emily Dickinson, Charles 
Sanders Pierce and Wallace Stevens. This course will introduce students to Howe’s revisioning of 
American literary history. We will read critical essays and a selection of major literary works by Howe. 
We will also trace the influence of the writers that her works reclaim as key figures in America’s literary 
and intellectual inheritance. 
 
Required Texts: 

 Singularities 
 Pierce-Arrow 
 Souls of the Labadie Tract 
 My Emily Dickinson 
 The Birth-mark: Unsettling the Wilderness in American Literary History 

 


